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Years-old wiring that has been spliced, modified, is dry-rotted or in generally poor condition
could lead to an untimely breakdown or much worse, a disastrous fire. For safety and
functionality, replacing your old wiring harness with a new reproduction harness is a very smart
investment. Each harness is manufactured according to GM specifications, assuring an
authentic look and precise connection to all electrical components. This reproduction harness
starts with the correct gauge wire, color-coded to match the factory wiring diagram and
pre-attached connectors. Each wire is cut to the exact length required and wiring terminals are
crimped-on just like the originals. If specifications call for it, the terminals are also dip soldered
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with an all-new harness. Some are meant to be reproductions with the same number of circuits,
all original-style connectors, glass fuses, and so on. These are a good choice if you are doing a
numbers-matching restoration. Replacing all the wiring in your Chevelle may seem intimidating,
but using a quality harness and upgrade components makes it manageable. Having new wiring,
a fusebox that can handle a variety of components, and making use of relay circuits will make
your Chevelle reliable. This avoids the need for complicated and problematic add-ons to the
electrical system. These significantly shorten the run of high-amp wiring needed to power the
component, which is safer and reduces the amperage drop caused by longer circuits run
through switches. Relocating the battery to the trunk is a great project that lets you shift a
chunk of weight to the rear of the car and helps unclutter the underhood area. But when you do
so, you need to increase the diameter of the battery cables to compensate for the drop in
amperage over the longer length of cables. The original GM starter solenoid mounted on the
starter draws much higher amperage and is prone to overheating. This also increases vehicle
safety, because the positive battery cable is only powered during cranking; not during normal
vehicle operation. Shutting down the electrical system stops the engine, turns off the fuel pump,
and can even stop an electrical fire. Painless Performance makes a large variety of wiring
harnesses. The most popular for a street machine is a replacement-style harness that mounts
the fuse block in the stock location and routes the wires in a manner similar to the original
harness. The harness shown here PN is a circuit, remote-mount, micro-fuse version. This lets
you mount it under the dash, under a seat, in a hidden compartment, or in the trunk. It has all of
the circuits required for a street vehicle and sufficient leads to power fuel injection and air
conditioning. The harness also comes with two headlight plugs, but you need two more from
Painless Performance or another source for â€” Chevelles. All of the headlight plugs are
installed by the customer. They do not come attached to the harness. An assortment of
connectors and grommets, a steering column harness connector, flashers, and a maxi fuse that
protects the whole system are included. The sections attached to the fuse block are divided into
the primary groups and are zip-tied together. You need to organize the wires and determine
where each section is routed inside the car. Since this is a universal harness, you may need to
group the sections a little differently than how Painless Performance sends them. Create mini
sections before installing the harness, so you know exactly which wires are routed to certain
components and areas of the car. This makes it much easier as you follow wires through the
car. With the fuse block location selected, you can determine how you route the wires and
where you may need to drill holes to pass through the floor or firewall. The only wires that need
to exit the interior are for the engine bay and front lights. The maxi fuse protects the entire
electrical system. It installs in the gauge primary power wire that connects the fuse block to the
positive side of the battery. The use of a maxi fuse or primary fuse breaker is common in new
vehicles to protect against an electrical fire or major meltdown if there is a significant short in
the system. The Painless Performance harness comes with two styles of GM steering column
connectors, which accommodate the most common aftermarket columns. If you have a or
earlier factory column, you have to retain your column connector and do some adapting.
Generally, you want an alternator that can produce more than amps to power an electric fan,
air-conditioning system, fuel injection, fuel pump, and so on. You can use a si style, which
utilizes a case design from the s, and bolts into brackets that fit on a small-block or big-block
Chevy. You can also opt for a one-wire alternator, which generally requires specialty brackets to
retrofit. One GM circuit design that is commonly replaced is the starter solenoid. The GM
design, until the last few decades, was a larger solenoid mounted on the starter in an area prone
to heat soak. The M. If you have a trunk-mounted battery, this solenoid can be mounted in the
trunk near it; doing so provides a safety advantage as well as improved starter cranking. The
large positive cable connected to the starter is only live during cranking, eliminating the risk of
a direct battery short through this cable during driving. There is an easy way to improve the
performance of your headlights, whether you have stock watt headlights or have upgraded to
watt sealed halogen or xenon bulb replacements. The original circuit design has power traveling
from the fuse block, through the headlight and dimmer switches, and then to the headlights.
Along with a long length of wire that reduces amperage through resistance, the headlight switch
also reduces the available amperage. This route also removes a relatively high-amperage circuit
from the dashboard and through an old light switch for safer operation and to extend the life of
the switch. The Painless Performance headlight relay kit comes with plugs to connect directly to
the headlights. For activation, it connects to one of the original three-prong headlight plugs,
which tells the kit when to turn on the low beams and when to turn on the high beams. Even
with brand-new bulbs, wiring harness, and a headlight switch, installing this headlight relay kit
makes an improvement in lighting performance. And with an older wiring harness and switch,
the difference is even greater. At the rear of the car, you may want to consider upgrading to

light emitting diode LED lights. LED lights use very little power and produce very bright light.
They also illuminate very quickly, changing a lazy-looking turn signal or brake light into a crisp,
modern look. The kits from NPD provide a circuit board shaped to fit in the Chevelle taillight
housing. It may be best to cut off the plug and hard-wire it to the taillight wiring harness. LED
lights last much longer than standard incandescent light bulbs. To make your entire wiring
system look its best, you can cover the harnesses with loom. The standard wire loom is a
plastic, corrugated tube with a slit that lets you slip the wires inside. Painless Performance
offers its PowerBraid loom that lets air, moisture, and dirt pass through, but provides protection
for the wires against abrasion and looks nice. Individual rolls of PowerBraid are available, as
well as a Chassis Harness Kit shown that provides what you typically need to cover exposed
sections of wire in a complete harness installation. The Painless Performance PowerBraid is
easy to work with. You slip the wires in a slit that runs lengthwise, like a corrugated plastic
loom. The Chassis Harness Kit includes shrink tubing and stretch tape to neatly wrap the ends
and keep the loom from fraying. An extremely popular modification for street and performance
Chevelles is to move the battery to the trunk. This moves weight farther back in the chassis for
better weight transfer in drag racing and a more balanced front-to-rear weight ratio in autocross
and road racing. It also removes a significant amount of clutter from the engine bay. I use an
Optima AGM battery, so there are no corrosive fumes to vent. If you are using a conventional
battery, it must be mounted in a battery box and vented outside of the vehicle. There are a
variety of battery boxes. You want one with a metal base to mount solidly to the floor, and
preferably to the frame or roll cage. This one is from JEGS and is sold as a weld-in unit, so the
first thing to do is weld bolts to the base to attach it to the car. Using the metal battery-mount
base as a template, determine where the bolts should be located to attach to the trunk floor in
desirable locations. You can use these holes in the battery box as a template to drill your trunk
floor before welding the bolts to the box. Also weld around the bottom of the bolt heads. The
top tabs on the JEGS battery box are meant to sit over a frame rail and be welded in place. If
you are not installing the box this way, cut off these tabs and use an abrasive disc to round the
corners of the battery box. Also use the abrasive disc to smooth the weld pud-dles on top of the
mounting bolts. A coat of paint protects the metal battery tray from rust. Install a M. Mounting
the solenoid here keeps the live positive cable very short. Also mount the Painless Performance
fuse block to the battery box, again keeping the primary power wires very short. The solution is
to install a junction block powered by direct, but protected, battery power. This trunk-mount
battery helper kit from M. Enterprises includes a junction block, fusible link, terminals, shrink
tubing, 22 feet of red 8-gauge Tuff-Wire, as well as 22 feet of blue and yellow gauge Tuff-Wire.
Tuff-Wire uses high-quality automotive copper strands and high-temperature, abrasion-resistant
insulation. The red wire in this kit provides electricity to the junction block at the front of the
car; at the junction block, you can connect your higher-amperage, constant volt accessories.
You can add a second junction block from M. Enterprises to create a common ground for
under-the-hood accessories. Both junction blocks are mounted behind the outer headlight,
making them accessible but nearly hidden. The ground circuit in a trunk-mounted battery
application can be created by using the frame rail or cage or both. Many electrical problems can
be traced to a poor body or chassis ground. If you mount the battery above the rear axle, you
can build a panel later to hide this entire area. A more common location is over the
passenger-side frame rail, farther toward the rear of the car. The farther back it is mounted, the
better for weight transfer. If you use an open battery box shown , NHRA requires that a rear
firewall be installed of. Alternatively, you can use a sealed steel or aluminum battery box and
vent the box outside of the body. We used a group 34 Optima RedTop battery. In addition to
featuring an outstanding cold cranking amps, this battery features the Optima Spiralcell
technology, which uses glass mat separators and spiral-wrapped lead. This design is spill-proof
and resistant to damage caused by vibration, making it ideal for racing applications and severe
street use. A master disconnect switch is required by NHRA and other sanctioning bodies for
vehicles with a relocated battery. They are a good safety device on any vehicle you use for
competition. The Flaming River Big Switch master disconnect switch shown is one of the best
switches. It is rated at continuous amps. This steel rod comes with a small black knob and small
Hemi joint and aluminum bracket to connect to a universal switch. The first thing to do is
determine where to mount the switch and where the rod protrudes through the rear of the car.
Typical installations include through the rear sheet-metal panel. Some skip the push-pull rod
and just install the twist-style switch in the rear bumper. On a Chevelle, there is reinforcement
behind the taillight to which you can mount the switch bracket, and an access hole lines up
perfectly with the reverse light lens. This also lets you simply replace the lens if you want to
remove the switch later. This shows the routing of the rod and where you will mount the switch
bracket. The only parts of the Jerry Bickel Race Cars kit used here were the rod, knob, and

quick-release pin. The rod is cut to length once you have the bracket mounted. You also need to
use a tap to thread the inside of the steel rod to thread over the Heim joint provided with the
Flaming River lever kit. Also drill a hole in the aluminum switch block midway between the
switch shaft and the hole provided by Flaming River. The mounting surface for the switch must
be secure. Also be careful not to drill into wiring or hit other items behind the support when
drilling. Attach the bracket using lock washers to keep the fasteners from vibrating loose. Install
the switch with the provided nut and wave locknut. The switch is pinned, so it can only be
installed in two positions. Install it the same way you mocked it up. Install the aluminum block
and drive the roll pin into place to lock it onto the switch shaft. Operate the switch to make sure
there is no binding or interference. If you use kits from two different companies, the locknut on
the Heim joint may interfer with the aluminum block. Drill a new hole, which provides the
needed clearance and still keeps the movement and travel acceptable. You need to splice the
switch into the positive battery cable. You should also install battery terminal covers over these
battery cable connections to protect against an accidental short when moving items in and out
of your trunk. These are available from Flaming River or an electrical supply store. The finished
installation is very clean outside the car. The small knob is barely noticeable. If you liked this
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hotmail. Delco Multiplex Tape Adapter Chevelle. Please let me know if you have and want to sell.
All 4 Doors for Chevelle 4 Door Sedan. All 4 Doors for Chevelle 4 Door Sedan I am in need of all
4 doors, preferably black however that is not an issue. Rust free and must fit 4 door sedan, any
help finding them would be great, I unfortunately live in the UK but can sort out collection and

shipping through a US car part importing company who unbelievably can't find the parts
themselves. Asking Price: Best Offer City Freshly powdercoated. Accepting PayPal or you may
use a US. Postal Money Order Sandblasted and freshly painted. E-Mail me for Pictures, Pictures
will not upload for some reason? Block casting number is with manufacture date of November K
3 7. Steel crank with Don't let anyone tell you that a Chevelle or any other GM dash harness is
universal. This harness is specific to I offer a professional dash wiring harness restoration servi
What else can I say The best. Free Shipping in US only or you pick up. US postal money orders
only. Thanks for looking. This is an exact copy of the original rear seat back unting bracket
commonly rusted out or missing when you need to replace a back seat. We are often asked for
these pieces and can no longer find the This trim ring is an exactly the same part you would
receive from GM. High quality This is a pair of original big block engine frame mounts removed
from a Chevelle SS. GM part numbers are clearly visible as pictured. If you are looking to keep
your restoration project all GM original for the correct look, fit and finish, this might be
something you are looking for. This is an NOS Chevrolet small block lower Crank driver power
steering pulley used on all and engines except super high performance. If you insist on using
Genuine GM parts for the correct look, fit and finish you may want to consider this offer. Check
out our other auctions for more hard to find NOS, n I believe they may also fit , , , and El
Camino's. If you insist on using the fit and finish of genuine GM parts for your project, consider
this your opportunity. Check out our other auctions for more hard to find NOS, new an Your
Listing Here. Post Ad. These harnesses are made to the exact O. You will NOT have to cut any
wires, crimp any terminals, or make any modifications to these harnesses when installing them
in your classic car or truck. Are you keeping your vehicle all factory-original? If you want to
rewire your vehicle to its stock configuration, the way it was when it left the factory, the choice
is simple. You can also purchase additional wiring harnesses if your vehicle had
factory-installed not dealer installed or aftermarket options. For example: air conditioning,
power windows, rear window defogger, power top, etc. These additional harnesses will plug
directly into the main harnesses as they did at the factory. Are you keeping your vehicle mostly
factory-original with specific modifications? Due to the popularity of these updates, we may
offer a modified wiring harness, conversion wiring harness, or conversion device to
accommodate these updates. Rewiring the entire vehicle as-original. Then making the
necessary modification yourself. Keep in mind that many of the added aftermarket devices you
purchase like gauges, lighting, electric fans, etc. All you need to do is to tap into your wiring
harness to add those devices. All of these individual harness are sold separately, installed
separately, and plug into each other to complete the entire electrical system of the vehicle. We
recommend that you install your new harness as you are removing your old one. This way, you
can be more certain that the wires are routed as original and that the wires are going to their
intended devices. Please see our FAQ page for more information about installation options. Not
sure what to buy? As a matter of fact, your vehicle's original wiring was only designed to last 10
years before it started to deteriorate! There is ample documentation to substantiate this claim.
Even if you think your wiring "looks good", it's probably not. Your wiring is made of copper wire
with a covering of plastic mostly PVC insulation. This insulation is porous. Contaminants, like
oxygen, moisture and airborne pollutants, eventually pass through the insulation to attack the
wire; a condition called oxidation. There is no practical way to completely seal off the
circulation of oxygen and moisture between the individual wire strands. Once the wire strands
become oxidized, the internal resistance of the wire increases substantially. Even if you are
lucky enough to find an N. For this reason, it would NOT be wise to purchase an N. This is not a
good thing for any electrical system. If your wire has advanced to the next stage of deterioration
by being brittle and cracking especially evident in an engine compartment where high heat and
moisture are constant , it is in immediate need of replacement. At this stage, a short circuit to
ground is eminent. In a worst case scenario, it can cause a vehicle fire. Not a good day if your
car is stored in your garage! But, before you buy a wiring harness for your show car,
restoration, or weekend driver, ask yourself, " Is it a Lectric Limited wiring harness? Our
extensive library of obsolete original manufacturer's automotive blueprints insure that all our
harnesses are built to the correct specifications. This is the only way to insure that you won't
have a problem with the installation or operation of your new harness. We assemble all our
wiring harnesses on a wire harness assembly board to insure that each harness is consistently
made accurately, with the correct: break-out positions, lengths of wires at each break-out,
harness fastener locations, and taping locations. This method of assembly also insures that
your harness will fit correctly and reach where it needs to go. Fully Circuit Tested! Every
harness built by Lectric Limited is fully circuit tested using Cirris Systems digital circuit testers.
To do this, our assembly boards are back-wired to a circuit tester. While your harness is being
built, our digital circuit testers continuously check: continuity or breaks in continuity , missing

wire s , mis-wires, mis-indexed wires, splice integrity, and scan for short circuits of EACH
circuit of the harness. We are the ONLY reproduction wiring harness company in the world that
circuit tests every harness we build! After all, you don't want to have to tear-out a brand-new
harness, after spending hours or days on installation, because it's defective and could be a fire
hazard. Buy your circuit-tested wiring harnesses from Lectric Limited and you won't have to
worry about an incorrectly made wiring harness. We've invested thousands of dollars into new
state-of-the-art circuit testers to replace our older testing system. Did we need to purchase new
testing equipment? Not at all. But since circuit testing is one of our best selling points, we want
to be sure our testing standards are current. This makes it increasingly difficult to produce an
authentic reproduction wiring harness. However, Lectric Limited is meeting this challenge by
producing its own tooling and molds to replace many obsolete components, this way our
harnesses continue to meet the most rigid demands of the enthusiast. What do we mean by a
"donor harness"? In our online catalog, if there is a notation that " Of course, the remainder of
the components wire, terminals, connectors, clips, tape, etc. Why do we sometimes require a
donor harness? Some of the unique components required to manufacture your new harness are
no longer being produced, and are no longer available. Without these essential components,
your harness can not be manufactured. The needed components, usually unique connector s ,
fuse block, or bulk head connector the bulk head connector is the one that goes through the
firewall , must be good condition and not broken. How often is a donor harness required by the
customer? Not very often. But it happens. What should you do and not do if a donor harness is
required? If possible, do NOT cut your old harness or remove any components prior to
shipping. We request this because there have been instances where the customer has damaged
an obsolete component when trying to remove it from their old harness. Or instances where we
needed more components from the original harness than initially thought; resulting in delay
time and multiple shipping charges incurred by the customer. What should you do if you do not
have a donor harness to send us? We do not have donor harnesses. What will we do with your
donor components? Upon initial inspection, if it is determined that the component required to
make your new harness is in good condition, not broken or about to break, our technicians will
carefully remove the component with the proper tools. Upon manufacturing your new harness,
if a connector was used from your donor harness, we will replace all the metal terminal s with
new ones. If a fuse block was used, we will replace all the fuse clips and terminals within the
fuse block, with new ones. Please note and understand, if it is later determined that we cannot
use the component from your donor harness, even after we initially thought we could, we will
not be able to make your harness. At that time, we will contact you and return your non-usable
component and donor harness to you. Although it is extremely rare that this can happen, it can
happen. If you place an order that requires components to be provided to us, we will contact
you with additional information at that time. Please Note: We only build wiring harnesses from
the original manufacturer's blueprint specifications. We do not build wiring harnesses from
sample harnesses. For this reason, if the harness you need is not offered in our catalog, we
would not be able to manufacture it, even if you send us your old harness. Are these wiring
harnesses the right choice for you? What is involved in the installation of these harnesses?
Want to Buy? Need Help? Of all the parts I replaced during this frame-off restoration , this was
definitely the best. Fit was Perfect! Directions could have been followed by a child Which my
wife sometimes thinks I am. All functions worked first time. Very satisfied customer. It was
perfect in every way. Keep up the good work. How do we machine-tape your wiring harness?
Watch how Lectric Limited tapes an automotive wiring harness using an original 60 year old
taping machine. This process ensures your harness will look and function as factory-original.
Our wiring harnesses are brand-new and better than N. Built to the Original Blueprint
Specifications Our extensive library of obsolete original manufacturer's automotive blueprints
insure that all our harnesses are built to the correct specifications. To maintain originality and
functionality, we have invested in tooling to reproduce these terminals Method of Terminal
Application. We machine crimp our terminals. Machine crimping, unlike hand crimping, uses a 3
to 5 ton press to apply terminals so they won't fall off. Terminals if called for are then dip
soldered. Terminated wire is also randomly put through a digital pull-testing machine as an
added quality control procedure. To maintain originality and functionality, we have invested in
tooling to reproduce these connectors Connector Color and Material E. D , Material and
Durometer Grommet Orientation. Built with Correct Tape Tape Type adhesive, non-adhesive,
hi-temperature fiberglass or cloth Tape Color Tape Width Tape Wrapping Most of our harnesses
are wrapped using an automated taping machine as original , as opposed to hand taping. Built
on a Wiring Harness Assembly Board We assemble all our wiring harnesses on a wire harness
assembly board to insure that each harness is consistently made accurately, with the correct:
break-out positions, lengths of wires at each break-out, harness fastener locations, and taping

locations. There's more Our Wiring is Proudly Made in the U. Chicago area We are the
Manufacturer Buy Factory Direct! Finest Quality! Fastest Delivery! We'll ship your order within
24 hours on in-stock, non-special order products. Donor-Required Wiring Harness only on
select applications. Become a Dealer Dealer Login. Select Your Vehicle to Find the Correct
Parts: Year: YEAR Make: MAKE. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. This direct fit wiring harness gives you everything you need,
plus more to wire your Chevelle! Not only are there provisions for connecting standard factory
components, we also provide what you will need for aftermarket components. Including options
like a console sub-harness, two gauge cluster pigtails, and even a fully integrated ground
circuit. This harness follows all of the same wire routing found on the factory harness which
allows you to utilize the factory harness attachment points. Extra length has even been added to
the headlight section to be routed behind the driver side inner fender for a cleaner look.
Numerous components have the connectors and terminals pre-installed to make connections
plug-n-play. All exterior lights have the correct sockets and bulbs pre-installed. Includes
6-gauge charge wire, amp MIDI fuse and a fully integrated ground circuit. These harnesses do
include a new blower motor harness for those with heat only systems. Skip to main content.
FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Painless Wiring Harness 26 Circuit. Visit the Painless Store. This fits
your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous
page. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. More to consider from our brands.
This item Painless Wiring Harness 26 Circuit. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
jaguar xf forums
suzuki drs 350
chevy tahoe battery drain
verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: painless wiring , painless wiring harness. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

